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ABSTRACT

Diffusion mechanisms of moisture within silica gel particles are

investigated. It is found that for microporous silica gel surface diffusion

is the dominant mechanism of moisture transport, while for macroporous silica

gel both Knudsen and surface diffusion are important. A model is proposed for

simultaneous heat and mass transfer in a thin packed bed of desiccant

particles, which accounts for diffusion of moisture into the particles by both

Knudsen and surface diffusion. Using finite difference methods to solve the

resulting partial differential equations, predictions are made for the

response of thin beds of silica gel particles to a step change in air inlet

conditions, and compared to a pseudo gas-side controlled model commonly used

for the design of desiccant dehumidifers for solar desiccant cooling

applications.

*At the School of Engineering and Applied Science, UCLA during the course of
this work.
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NOMENCLATURE
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a

c

D*

DK

DS

FOm

Ca

g

g' (W)

h

hI

hc

Hads

ID

k

KC

average pore radius

mass transfer Biot number, KcR/ppD

cross section area of bed

specific heat

specific heat of liquid water

constant pressure specific heat of humid air

constant pressure specific heat of water vapor

desiccant to air ratio, PbAL/mc,(dimensionless)

total diffusivity, definied by Eq. 11

DT/R2 (dimensionless)

Knudsen diffusion coefficient

surface diffusion coefficient

mass transfer Fourier number, Dt/R2

air mass flow rate per unit area

equilibrium isotherm, pm, = g(W,T)

derivative of equilibrium isotherm, g'(W) = P (am1/aW)T

enthalpy

enthalpy of water vapor

convective heat transfer coefficient

heat of adsorption

Intermediate density (macroporous)

thermal conductivity

gas-side mass transfer coefficient

KC,eff effective mass transfer coefficient

L length of bed
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Nt u

P

PGC

P

NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

water vapor mass fraction (kg water/kg humid air)

mass flow rate of gas mixture

mass flux

number of transfer units, Kcpt/mc or KC,eff pL/mC (dimensionless)

pressure

pseudo-gas-side controlled

perimeter of bed

r radial coordinate 10 a particle

R particle radius

R H20 gas constant

Re Reynolds number, 2RV/v (dimensionless)

RD Regular density (microporous)

RH relative humidity, P1/P sa t (dimensionless)

Sg specific pore surface area

SSR solid-side resistance

t time (s)

t* dimensionless time, tiT (dimensionless)

T temperature (oC)

V superficial velocity of a1r Ca/p

W desiccant water content (kg water/kg dry desiccant)

z axial distance

z* zit (dimensionless)
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NOMENCLATURE

Greek

e ~pD/KGR (dimensionless)

£ porosity (dimensionless)

(Continued)

TP-23'S8

v kinematic viscosity

p density of humid air

Pp particle density

" duration of experimental run

"g tortuosity factor for intraparticle gas diffusion (dimensionless)

"5 tortuosity factor for intraparticle surface diffusion (dimensionless)

Subscripts

1 water vapor

2 dry air

avg average value

b bed; bulk

e surrounding humid air

eff effective value

K Knudsen diffusion

1n inlet value

0 initial value

out outlet value

p particle
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NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
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S surface diffusion

s s-surface, in gas phase adjacent to gel particles, or dry solid phase

of the bed

sat saturation

u u-surface, 1n solid phase adjacent to gel particles
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Silica gel desiccant is widely used in industrial drying processes: generally

the beds- are relatively thick and can be designed using quasi-steady

breakthrough methods. In recent years silica gel has been considered for

sola.r evaporative-desiccant air conditioning systems, for which pressure drop

constraints require use of thin beds (less than 15 cm thick). The operation

of thin beds is inherently transient and current design procedures are based

on models of the transient heat and mass transfer occurrlng in the bed. Such

models represent the overall heat and mass transfer from the air stream to the

silica gel by psuedo gas-side transfer coefficients following the early

example of Bullock and Threlkeld [1].

Cla~k -et ale [2] tested a prototype scale bed designed for solar alr

conditioning applications and found rather poor agreement with predictions

based on the psuedo gas-side transfer coefficients mOdel, particularly after a

step change in inlet alr condition. They concluded that the discrepancy was

due to shortcomings of the model, Slnce the solid-side mass transfer

resistance exceeded the gas-side resistance under these conditions. The

experimental data reported by Clark et ale was somewhat limited and imprecise

since the bed was a large prototype design: hence Pesaran [3] performed

extensive bench scale experiments on thin beds of regular density silica gel

with step changes in inlet air humidity. The data obtained reliably confirmed

that the solid-side resistance was indeed generally larger than the gas-side

resistance, and the need for a suitable model of intro-particle moisture

transport was thus made clear. In this paper we present a model which

accounts for both Knudsen diffusion and surface diffusion of moisture within

6
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the particle, and combine it with a model for the bed performance as a whole

incorporating gas phase mass and heat transfer resistances. The solid-side

heat transfer resistance is ignored since the characteristically small Biot

number allows the assumption of negligible intra-particle temperature

gradients. In part II of this series, an associated experimental program is

described, and comparisons made between model predictions and experimental

data.
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2.0 PREVIOUS WORK
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The most pertinent study of moisture transport 1n silica gel particles is that

of Kruckels [4], who performed both an experimental and theoretical study of

~water vapor adsorption by single isothermal silica gel particles: the

experiments- were performed with pure vapor to eliminate any gas-side ..

resistance. The only resistance to mass transfer in the model was assumed to

be surface diffusion in the pores. By comparing theoretical and experimental

adsorption rates he concluded that the effective diffusivity inside the

particles was a function of temperature, concentration and concentration

gradient.

It was, however, relevant to also reV1ew the literature on other adsorbate-

adsorbent systems in order to identify prom1s1ng approaches to mode1~ng

moisture transport in silica gel. The work of Rosen [5] is often quoted: he

assumed isothermal spherical particles with a homogeneous and isotropic pore

system. A linear equilibrium relation was applied at the surface of the

particle. The adsorbate was assumed to move through the pores by surface

diffusion, or a mechanism similar to solid-phase diffusion, with a constant

diffusion coefficient. Neretnieks [6] modeled isothermal countercurrent

adsorption by a fixed packed bed. Transport in the spherical particles was

assumed to be by pore diffusion, solid diffusion, or a combination of both,

with constant diffusion coefficients. The effect of a gas-side resistance was

included. The model equations were solved numerically by use of the method of

orthogonal collocation, and breakthrough curves were obtained. Schneider and

Smith [7] investigated the significance of surface diffusion using the

chromatographic method. The differential

8
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concentration of an adsorbate flowing through a column containing spherical

adsorbent particles were solved by the method of moments of the

chromatographic curve. Both Knudsen and surface diffusion were considered as

possible solid-side diffusion mechanisms, with constant diffusion

coefficients. Isothermal particles were assumed wi th a 1inear adsorption

isotherm applied locally within the particles. Experimental data for

adsorption of ethane, propane and n-butane on silica gel were used to

determine surface diffusion coefficients.

Carter [8] modeled transient heat and mass transfer in an adiabatic fixed bed

for situations where the heat of adsorption is significant. For mass transfer

both a gas-side resistance and a solid-side resistance were included, while

for heat transfer only a gas-side resistance was included. A constant solid

side diffusion coefficient was assumed and equilibrium was applied locally

within the particle. Numerical solutions were obtained for adsorption of

water vapor on activated alumina, and compared with experimental data from a

full scale plant. Reasonable agreement was obtained and discrepancies were

attributed to inaccurate equilibrium isotherms and surface diffusion

coefficient inputs. Meyer and Webber [9] studies the adsorption of methane

from helium carrier gas by beds of activated carbon particles, both

experimentally and theoretically. Their model includes both gas-side and

solid-side (Knudsen diffusion) resistances for mass transfer, and gas-side and

solid-side (conduction) resistances for heat transfer. A general equilibrium

adsorption relation was applied within a spherical particle. A constant

Knudsen diffusion coefficient was used. Discrepancies between predictions and

experiment were attributed to inaccuracies 1n experimentally determined

diffusion coefficients for methane in activated carbon.
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3. MODELING OF INTRA-PARTICLE MOISTURE TRANSPORT

Water vapor can diffuse through a porous medium by ordinary, Knudsen and

surface diffusion. For silica gel at atmospheric pressure, the contribution

by ordinary (F'i.ck ' s Law) diffusion 1S shown in Appendix A to be negligible,

and only the latter two mechanisms of diffusion need to be considered. An

equation describing conservation of moisture in a single spherical particle 1S

developed here for the cases where either or both of the two diffusion

mechanisms are important. The diffusion rates for each mechanism are compared

for both Regular Density (RD) and Intermediate Density (ID) silica gel

particles. RD gel has a microporous structure with average pore radius of

11 A while ID gel is a macroporous material and has an average pore radius of

68 A. (Note that the H-O bond length in a water vapor molecule is 0.958 A

with a bond angle of 104.45 degrees [10] and the distance between the two H

atoms is 1.514 A).

Consider a spherical particle of silica gel with initial gel water content

Wo = fer), and a uniform temperature To' which is suddenly exposed to humid

air with water vapor mass fraction ml,e = f( t). Assuming low mass transfer

rates, water vapor is transferred from the bulk air stream to the particle

surface at a rate

(1)

Water molecules are assumed to move through pores by both Knudsen and surface

diffusion, while adsorption takes place on the pore walls. The adsorption-

10
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Since Knudsen and surface

desportion process 1S assumed to be rapid with respect to diffusion, and thus

the local vapor concentration pm1 and the local gel water content W are in

equilibrium. The differential equation governing H20 conservation is

a(JJml) + aw = 1 a ( r 2nl) (2)E: p at Pp at - r 2 ~

where n1 is the mass flux of H20 .through the porous particle and consists of

Knudsen diffusion, surface diffusion, and convective contributions.

The rate of Knudsen diffusion through the particle 1S

aml
nl,K = - pDK,eff ar-

and the rate of surface diffusion is

aw
n1,S = - PpDS,eff a;

The effective Knudsen diffusivity, DK,eff' and the effective surface

diffusivity, Ds,eff' are discussed in Appendix A.

diffusion are parallel processes, they are additive if the interactions

between them are ignored. Adding the contributions to the mass flux of H20,

where the third term on the right hand side is the convection of water vapor

through the pores assuming that the alr 1S stationary. If ml « 1, as is the

case in the present study (m1 < 0.03), convection can be ignored, and

11
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(3)

Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) yields the differential equation,

a(pm1) aw
+ Pp =at at

which requ~res two initial conditions and two boundary conditions.

The initial conditions are

while the boundary conditions are

(4)

(Sa,b)

zero flux at the particle center,

spec~es continuity at surface,

n1lr=O = 0

(7)

Also local equilibrium is assumed between vapor and absorbed phase, thus pm1

and W within the particle are related through the equilibrium condition,

12
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Finally, continuity of gas phase concentrations requires
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(9)

By setting either DS,eff or DK,eff equal to zero the limit cases of dominant

Knudsen diffusion or dominant surface diffusion can be obtained.

General ized Diffus ion Equat ion: The above equations can be simplified by

assuming an isothermal particle, which is reasonable for this study since the

Biot number of the silica gel particles is generally less than 0.15 [11]. The

number of unknowns can be reduced by eliminating pml using the equilibrium

relations, Eq. (8) and the chain rule of differentiation to obtain

= (a(ornl») aw =
aw T at

= (aComl») aw =
aw T ar

g ' (w) ~

s' (w) awar

Since ml « 1, and the particle is taken to be isothermal, 0 can be assumed to

be constant inside the particle; hence

Substituting the above equations into Eq. (4) and rearranging gives

aw
at = 1 1 a {r2 [DS, ef f + DK,eff g' (W)] aw}

Epg' (W) r2 a; Pp ar
+ 1)

Pp

13
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55'1[_[
g' (W) varies from 0 to 0.4 kg/m3 for both RD and 10 gel [11], €p 1S less than

unity and Pp is 1129 and 620 kg/m3 for RD and 10 gel, respectively. Thus

€pg' (W)/p p is at most of order 5 x 10-4; it is negligible compared to unity

. and will be ignored. Physically this corresponds to neglecting the gas phase

We now define a total diffusivity 0,

g' (W)o = DS,eff + DK,eff ~~~
Pp

(11 )

where 0 is a function of both gel water content Wand particle temperature.

Equations (5) through (10) then becomes

aw
at

(12)

I.C.

B.C. 1

W(r,t=O) = Wo (r)

aWl =0
ar r=O

(13)

(14)

B.C. 2 aWl-P 0-
p ar r=R

(15)

Coupling (or equilibrium) condition: m1,s(t) = f[W(r=R,t),T,P] (16)

The above set of equations applies to any combination of Knudsen and surface

diffusion. Equations (11) to (16) will be used in the analysis of silica gel

bed performance presented later.

Comparison of Surface and Knudsen Diffusion Fluxes in a Particle: The ratio

of Knudsen to surface diffusion fluxes in a gel particle is

14
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(17)

If we substitute Eqs. (A-4) and (A-8) we obtain

This ratio depends on the internal structure of the particle (average pore

radius, surface area, tortuosity factors), isotherm slope and temperature.

The results of calculations for this ratio show [11] that the dominant

mechanism in RD gel is surface diffusion, while both surface and Knudsen

diffusion should be considered for ID gel. This conclusion is consistent with

the conclusion arrived at in Appendix A for a single pore. In fact, assuming

the Wheeler [12] porous model of straight and cylindrical pores, it can be

shown [11] that Eq. (17) and Eq. (A-II) are identical.

15
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The differential equations governing the transient response of a packed bed of

des i ecanc " particles are presented in this sec t i.on•.. : .Theseequationsare- --'

obtained by applying the principles of mass, species, .~ndcenergy~conservation

in both phases. Figure 2 shows an idealized picture of the physical phenomena

in the gas phase. The species conservation equation 1n the gas phase

neglecting axial and radial diffusion is

€bA
a(pml)e

+
a(ml,emG)

= (18)
at az nl,sp

while overall mass conservation requ1res that

(19)

Combining Eqs. (22) and (23) glves

(20)

am1,e .
It can be shown [11] that the storage term €bAPe at""lS negligible for thin

beds. Assuming low mass transfer rates the final form of Eq. (20) is

( 21)..

The specles conservation equation for the solid phase was developed in

Section 3. For spherical particles assuming radial symmetry the general form

of the equation is Eq. (12),
16
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(22a)

where D, the total diffusivity defined by Eq. (11), is a function of gel water

content W. Note that if the mass transfer problem is treated as a "lumped

capacitance" model, as has been done by many investigators, e.g. ~[l,·13,14]" in:~:.

their pseudo gas-side controlled mOdels, the solid-phase species conservation--

equation becomes

(22b)

where KC,eff is an effective mass transfer coefficient, accounting for both ----.-~

gas-side and solid-side resistances. Equations (21) and (22a) are coupled

through the equilibrium relation applied at the particle surface,

ml,s (z,t) = f[W(r=R,z,t), Ts (z,t), P]

The initial and boundary conditions for Eq. (22a) are

(23)

I.C.

B.C. I

W(r,z,t=O) = Wo

aWl = 0
3r r=O

(24)

(25)

B.C. 2 -p D aWl =
p 3r r=R

(26)

while the boundary condition for Eq. (21) is

17
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The average water content of a particle is give by

Referring to Fig. 2, the gas-phase energy conservation equat~on is

(28)

3
3z (mch ) = (29)

where axial and radial conduction and storage term have been neglected and the

bed is assumed to be adiabatic. Assuming isothermal particles a "lumped-

capacitance" model can be used for the solid phase. Then energy conservation

in the solid phase is

(0)

Assuming low mass transfer rates and using

c =
3h
aT

18
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equations (29) and (30) can be rewritten in terms of temperatures as

(31)

--(32)C:'--

The initial condition for Eq. (32) is

while the boundary condition for Eq. (31) 1S

Te (z=O,t) = Tin

(33)

(34)

Equations (21), (22a), (23), (28), (31) and (32) are a set of coupled

nonlinear equations with SlX unknowns:

TS(z,t), m1,e(z,t) and Te(z,t). These can be solved with the given boundary

and initial conditions.

Auxi1iary Data: Data are required for KG' he,D, cp,e cb' Hads and the

equilibrium relation. Based on a survey of the available literature on mass

transfer in packed particle beds (3] the following correlations for the gas-

side transfer coefficients are adopted,

19
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(35 )

(36)

For thepsuedo gas-side controlled model KG,eff and hc are give by the Hougen

arid Marshall correlations [15] of Ahlberg's experimeI1tal data I16] since these

are in wide use.

(37)

(38)

The total diffusivity can be obtained using Eqs. (11) and the expressions glve

in Appendix A. The specific heats cp,e and cb.are given by _

cp,e = 1884 ml,e + 1004 (1-m1,e) J/kg K

cb = 4186 Wavg + 921 J/kg K (40)

Equilibrium isotherms were obtained by fitting fourth degree polynomials to

the manufacturer's data [11] for Regular Density (Davison,. Grade 01) and

Intermediate Density (Davison, Grade 59):

for RD gel

RH = 0.0078 - 0.05759 W + 24.16554 W2 - 124.478 W3 + 204.226 W4 (41)

20
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for ID gel

RH = 1.235 W + 267.99 W2 - 3170.7 W3 + 10087.16 W4 W S 0.07

(42)

RH = 0.3316 + 3.18 W W> 0.07

The relation between water vapor mass fraction and relative humidity, RH, is

0.622 RH x Psa t (T)

Ptotal - 0.378 RH x Psa t (T)

The heat of adsorption for RD gel 15

Hads = -12400 W + 3500 W S 0.05

\
kJ/kg~W'ater (43)

Hads = -1400 W + 2950 W > 0.05

and for ID gel is

Hads = -300 W + 2095 W ~ 0.15

Hads = 2050 W > 0.15

kJ/kg water (44)

Method of Solution: The above set of equations was put tn dimensionless form

and solved numerically. Three nondimensional parameters were involved:

DAR

21
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The Crank-Nicholson scheme was used for Eq, (22a), while the implicit Euler

method was used for Eq , (32) and Eq , (22b). A fourth-order Runge-Kutta

technique was used for the spatial equations, Eqs. (21) and (31). For further

details of the numerical procedure see [11]. A computer code called DESICCANT

was developed which is capable of producing numerical: solution to the

following transient problems:

i) step change 1n surrounding water vapor concentration of a single

isothermal silica gel particle [Eq. (22a)].

ii) step change 1n the inlet conditions to a fixed packed bed of silica gel

with solid side resistance (SSR) model [Eq s , (21), (22a), (23), (28),

(31) and (32)].

iii) step change 1n the inlet conditions to a fixed packed bed of silica gel

with pseudo gas-side controlled (PCC) model [Eqs. (21), (22b), (23),

(31) and (32)]. Note that for this case Nt u = KG,eff pL/mG'

22
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical solutions of the diffusion equation for a single particle,

Eq, (12), for Regular Density (RD) and Intermediate Density (ID) silica gels

are discussed first. Next, the bed performance using the theoretic~l models,_

i.e., solid side resistance (SSR) and pseudo gas-side controlled (PCC), will

be presented for RD and ID silica gels for both adsorption and desorption

cases. Note that the major difference between these two models ~s tne use of

diffusion equation, Eq, (22), i n the SSR model and use of the "Lumped

capaci tance" equation, Eq, (22a), in the PCC model. The SSR model inc1udes

both gas side and diffusion resistances inside the particles; the PCC model is

a lumped capacitance model. Adsorption occurs when the bed is initially dry

relative to the inlet air, and moisture is transferred to the silica gel.

Desorption occurs when the inlet air is dry relative to the initial condition

of the bed, and moisture is transferred from the silica gel particles.

Numerical Solutions of the Diffusion Equation in an Isothermal Particle: The

numerical solutions to the diffusion equation for an RD and an ID particle are

presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The particle has an initial water

content of Wo' and at t=O there is a step change in the water vapor mass

fraction of the surroundings to ml,e- The figures show the gel water content

as a function of mass tranfer Fourier number for adsorption cases. The

Fourier number was estimated based on initial D. The resul t for an RD

particle, Fig. 3, shows that the difference between curve 1 (surface plus

Knudsen diffusion) and curve 2 (surface diffusion only) is very small, and

thus confirm that the contribution of Knudsen diffusion can be neglected for

23
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RD gel. On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows that the contribution of Knudsen

diffusion cannot be neglected for ID gel. Note that the curves of Wavg versus

FOm for each mechanism cannot be simply added, since the problem lS a

nonlinear one. It should be noted that the same value of Do,eff

(= 1.6- x lO~6) for both ID and RD gel was used to estimate sut'face diffusivity

from- Eq. (A-8)~ This value of Do,eff was obtained as a best e-stimate through

comparison of experimental and theoretical results, as explained in

Ref. [11,21]. The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are general over a wide

range of temperature (20<T<50°C) and humidity «0.03 kg/kg humid air).

The local concentration profiles in RD and ID particles at different times are

plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. It is observed that usually the gel

water content at the surface reaches about 90% of its final equilibrium value

when t* reaches 0.1-0.15. The shape of the profiles in both gels aee the

same. However, the penetration of water into ID gel is faster than that of RD

gel mainly because the total diffusivity, D, of ID gel is much larger than

that of RD gel (about 4-20 times greater).

Numerical Solutions for Bed Performance Using SSR and PCC Models: The range

of parameters (i.e., initial bed conditions, alr velocity, inlet alr

conditions, etc.) which were used to generate the numerical solutions in this

section are typical of those that are encountered in the operation of solar

desiccant cooling systems. The numerical solutions were obtained for a bed of

initially uniform conditions (Wo,To) with a step change in the inlet air

conditions (Tin' ml,in) at time t=O. It should be noted that, hereafter,

whenever the SSR model is used for RD gel only surface diffusion is considered

in the particles while for ID gel both surface and Knudsen diffusions are

included in SSR model.
24
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Typical theo~etical results using both the model with solid side resistance

(SSR model) and pseudo-gas side controlled model (PGC model) are presented in

Figs. 7 through 12. Table 1 summarizes the pertinent parameters. The mass

trans£e~ Biot number, 8im, in Table 1 indicates the relative importance of the

solid side and gas side mass transfer resistances. The lower Biot: number for

ID gel is mainly due to higher total diffusity 0 in. the particles. Note that

the dimensionless parameter a is reciprocal of Bim• In the figures, the

outlet air temperature (Tout) and water vapor mass fraction (ml,out) after the

step change in the inlet conditions to the bed, are shown as a function of

dimensionless time tiT. Duration of an experiment, T, is about half of the

cycle time for fixed silica gel beds and T has a fundamental relevance for

making time dimensionless. Since both gas and solid side resistances are

considered here, the Fourier number is not an appropriate time scale. Figs. 7

and 8 are typical results for adsorption on RD silica gel beds,_ Figs. 9 and 10

are typical results for adsorption on 10 silica gel, and results for

desorption from RD silica gel are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. Theoretical

predictions of the SSR model in these figures were obtained using Ds,eff from

Eq. (A-8) with Do,eff = 1.6 x 10-6 •

The general trend of the predicted results from both models for adsorption

cases can be explained as follows: T increases rapidly to a maximum andout

gradually decreases at a rate depending on the air flow rate; m1,out also

increases rapidly at first, but rather than reaching a maximum, the rate of

increase simply becomes less. The change in slope of ml,out occurs after Tout

reaches its peak. The reasons for this behavior can be explained as

follows. Immediately following the step change, the dry bed adsorbs H20 and

liberates heat at a high rate; consequently the bed temperature and Tout

25
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III
N-Table 1. Bed and Flow Conditions for the Theoretical Solutions

*II I
"-~

t .'-

Run Gel Process R L Wo To Tin ml,in V T Nt u Bi~ DAR

(mxlO-3) (mxl0-3) (kg/kg) (oe) (OC) (m/s) (s)

1 RD Adsorption 1.94 77.5 0.0417 23.3 23.3 0.0100 0.21 1800 22.65 1145 0.1285

2 RD Adsorption 1.94 75.0 0.045 22.1 22 .1 0.0088 0.55 1500 14.25 2401 0.0541

3 10 Adsorption 1.94 77.5 0.0088 23.6 23.7 0.0097 0.45 1200 16.85 175 0.0500

4 10 Adsorption 1.94 77.5 0.005 24.4 24.5 0.0063 0.67 1200 14.21 222 0.0330
N
CJ'

5 RD Desorption 2.60 50.0 0.368 25.0 25.0 0.0051 0.40 1800 7.59 342 0.0420

6 RD Desorption 2.60 50.0 0.260 25.4 25.4 0.0007 0.67 1200 6.12 723 0.0390

tThis value of Nt u is for SSR model, Nt u for PGC model is about 1/3.4 of this value.

*Based on initial value of D.

. ,

I )

I', . i,-'

( Ii ....
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increase rapidly, and m1,out increases rapidly from a value much lower than

ml in. The bed gradually loses its adsorptive capacity due to the increase in,
gel water content and bed temperature, and the rate of increase of ml, out

decreases as a result. The maximum in Tout is reached when the cooling effect

of the air flow balances the heat of adsorption being released, and thereafter

the reduced rate of adsorption causes Tout to decrease. The reverse of the 

above explanation 1S valid for the desorption cases.

Generally the initial rates of increase of ml,out predicted by the SSR model

are steeper than those predicted by the PGC model. This feature can be

explained as follows. The PGC model has a constant overall mass transfer

resistance chosen to best approximate the adsorption process on an average

basis. The SSR model has an overall resistance which increases as the -

adsorption process proceeds and moisture has to diffuse further into the gel

particle. Thus, initially, the overall resistance of the SSR model is lower

than that of the PCC model, adsorption rates are higher, and the outlet

concentration predicted by the SSR model increases faster than that predicted

by the PGC mode1 • During the latter stages of adsorption the situation is

reversed so that the total amount of water adsorbed would be the same for both

models.

In general the shape of the ml,out and Tout curves predicted by the SSR model

are not the same for adsorption versus desorption. This interesting feature

is due to the concentration dependence of the surface diffusion coefficient,

and the fact that the initial gel water content for a typical desorption case

is much higher than for an adsorption case. Sladek's equation, Eq. (A-7)

shows that DS increases with W Hence, for all other pertinent parameters the
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same, the SSR model predicts a higher initial rate of desorption than

adsorption. The PGe model does not have this feature.

The equilibrium capacity of ID gel is lower than RD gel, as one can calculate

from- E"qs. (41) and (42). Thus, a bed of ID gel loses its adsorption capacity~.

- faster than -a bed of RD gel with similar bed and air inlet conditions. This_

can be observed from comparison of numerical solutions from RD gel (Figs. 7

and 8) and ID gel (Figs. 9 and 10). The numerical predictions will be

compared with the experimental results in Part II of this study [21] to

evaluate the suitability of the models.

Fig. 13 shows the variation of average gel water content and bed temperature

along the bed at various times of a typical adsorption case on RD gel using

the SSR model. Wavg decreases monotonic~lly along the bed, but the variation

of Ts is more complex, associated with movement of the location of maximum

adsorption rate along the bed with time.
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The magnitude of different diffusion mechanisms into two types of silica gel

particles were examined. It was found that in Interm~d;ate Density silica gel

with a mean pore radius of 68A, both surface and Knudsen diffusion are

important modes of moisture transport, while in Regular Density silica gel

with a mean pore radius of IlA, only surface diffusion needs to be

considered. A generalized diffusion equation was developed and was

incorporated in a simu1 taneous heat and mass transfer model to predict the

transient performance of a packed bed of silica gel. The heat and mass

transfer model was solved numerically using finite difference methods. The

transient responses of silica gel beds to step change in inlet air conditions

were predicted with this new model and were compared with the predictions of

the widely used pseudo-gas-side controlled model. The new model is more

faithful to the true physics of the problem, so it is likely that it will give

better agreement with experimental results. Comparison with experiment will

be reported in Part II of this series [21].
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Ordinary diffusion, as described by Fick's law, occurs when the molecules of

the gas collide with each other more frequently than with pore walls of a

porous medium. For water vapor-air mixtures a useful· .formula for ordinary

diffusion coefficient is [17]

= 1.735 x 10-9 (1 + 273.15)1.685
p

2m /s (A~1)

where T 1S the gas temperature in degrees Celsius and P 1S in atmospheres.

In the limit of large Knudsen number (Kn = A/a, where A is the mean free path

and a is the pore radius) the gas molecules collide more often with pore walls

than with each other and the diffusion of mulecules 1S described by - the

equations of free molecule flow [18]. A Fick' s law type expression can be

obtained for this type of flow if a Knudsen diffusion coefficient, DK, is

defined. For water-vapor diffusion in straight cylindrical pores of radius a,

a dimensional equation for DK is [17]

2m /s (A-2)

where a is in m. Table A-1 compares Knudsen and ordinary diffusion

coefficients in water vapor-air mixtures for various values of pore radius.

Note that combined ordinary and Knudsen diffusion may be approximately

represented by assuming additive resistances [17], that is

(A-3)
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We see in Table A-l that Knudsen diffusion 1S dominant for pore sizes smaller

than about 200 1. Since most of the pores of silica gel are less than 100 1,

it is clear that ordinary diffusion can be ignored in usual silica gel

applications.

Equation. (A~2)· is, strictly speaking, valid only Jor long, -uniform radius.

capillaries, and should be modified for application to real porous media. It

can be shown that [11] effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient is related to

Knudsen diffusion by

(A-4)

where £p is the particle porosity (volume void fraction) which accounts for

the reduction of free area for diffusion due to presence of solid phase and t g

in gas tortuosity.factor which accounts for the increase 1n diffusional length

due to tortous paths of real pores. Note that the effective ordinary

diffusion can also be obtained by a similar equation to Eq. (A-4).

Surface diffusion 1S the transport of adsorbed molecules on the pore

surface. A number of possible mechanisms for movement of adsorbed molecules

on surfaces is proposed, e s g , [4,18,19]. Kruckel [4] studied the surface

diffusion of water vapor through isothermal RD silica gel particles. He

expressed the surface rate in terms of Fick's law and considered the submono-

layer concentration range (concentrations up to about half of the saturation

loading of silica gel particles), and proposed that the mechanism of surface

diffusion to be one of activated hopping molecules in a random walk process.

He proposed a formula with several paramaters:

34
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estimation of these parameters was difficult, they were calculated by a

nonlinear least squares fit between the mathematical model and experimental

data at 40°C. The resulting formula for the surface diffusion coefficient can

be extrapolated to other temperatures using the assumption of Arrhenius type

behavior,

~ t anh ( 0 • 265 x 10- 2 !!!)' 2
DS = 1.287 x 10-

8
exp{-811.30 (T + ~73.1S)] [1 + 3112W aw 3r ] :

(ar)

and shows a decrease of DS with increasing W.

This formula requires considerbable computational effort, and is only valid

for RD gels at low concentrations. A simpler formula which can be used for

both RD and ID silica gel at both high and low concentratio~s was therefore

sought.

Sladek et ale [20] proposed a simpler formula which is valid for both low and

high surface coverages. They assumed a mechanistic hopping model with the

assumption that the jumping frequency is a function of surface concentration

(through the heat of adsorption) and obtained the following expression for the

surface diffusion coefficient

(A-6)

They later correlated some available data on surface diffus ion of var i ous

adsorbates into different adsorbents (not H20 - silica gel system) with this

equation and found that Do should be set at 1.6 x 10-6 m2/ s and a = O.45/b
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where b is obtained from the type of adsorption bond. For silica gel, b 15

unity so the surface diffusivity becomes

(A-7)

"where an approximation to Do 1$ 1.6 x 10-6 m2/s. However, as we will se~ in

Part II of this study, Do can be obtained by matching the experimental and the

theoretical results of transient response of packed beds of silica gel.

The surface diffusion coefficients glven above are valid for smooth surfaces,

and should be modified to account for rough walls of the porous media. Since

surface diffusion is a surface phenomenon the reduction of the area normal to

the direction of flux due to the presence of solid phase has no role in

effective surface diffusivity.

It can be shown [11] that

DS,eff = 1- Os = Do,effexp[-0.947 x l03(Hads/(T + 273.15»]
1'$

(A-8)

where .s 1S surface tortuosi ty factor which accounts for the increase in

diffusional length due to tortous paths of real pores. Note that Do,eff 1S

Do/. s•

In the remainder of this section we compare the Knudsen and surface diffusion

rates in a single pore. Consider a cylindrical and isothermal pore of radius

a. The vapor diffusion rate due to Knudsen diffusion, ~K' through the pore in

axial direction z is
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and due to surface diffusion, mS on the surface of the pore 1S

(A-9)

..
mS (A-IO)

since Cs ' surface concentration, is related to gel water content, W, and

specific surface area, Sg' through Cs = W/Sg , the ratio of Knudsen diffusion

and surface diffusion rates is

(A-II)

If we assume that the rates of adsorption and desorption of molecules are both

large compared wi th _the surface migration rates, the surface Cs and pore

concentrations (pml) will be almost in equilibrium, and hence will be related

by the equilibrium adsorption isotherm, or

p m
i

= g(W,T,P)

The ratio of rates can be calculated knowing the properties of the gel.

Table A-2 contains the properties of both RD and ID gel and shows the results

of the calculation of rate ratios. We see that surface diffusion dominates in

a pore with RD gel characteristics while both mechanisms are important for a

pore with ID gel characteristics.
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Table A-l. Comparison of Knudsen and Ordi-

nary Diffusion Coefficients in

Water Vapor-Air Mixtures for

Various Values of Pore Radius

(T=40oC, P=l atm)

----
DK,HZO

a D DH20,airK,H2O
(X) (mZ/s) (mZ/s) DHZO,air

11 4.45x10-7 2.79x10-5 0.0159

68 2.75xlO-6 2.79x10-5 0.099

100 4.04xlO-6 Z.79x10-5 0.145

ZOO 8.08xlO-6 2.79x10-5 0.290

1000 4.04xlO-S Z.79xlO-5 1.450
_. -_._- ------, "-- -~---_._-
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Table A-2. Surface and Knudsen Diffusion Rate Comparison in

a Pore of Silica Gel at 30°C and 1 Atmosphere [11]

Equilibrium Relation

Heat of Adsorption

Surface Diffusivity

Knudsen Diffusivity

Regular Density Intermediate Density

Eq. (41) Eq. (42)

Eq. (43) Eq .. (44)

Eq. (A-7) Eq. (A-7)

Eq. (A-2) Eq. (A-2)

1129 kg/m3 620 kg/m 3

1's = 1'g

Pore Surface Area

Average Pore Radius

Range of Water Content

Range of Ratio of

Knudsen to Surface

Diffusion Rates

2.8

S = 7.8xl05 m2/kg
g

a = 11 A= 11x10-10 m

0.01 - 0.3 kg/kg

0.023 - 0.060

39

2.0

Sg = 3.40x10S m2/kg

a = 68 A= 68xlO-10 m

0.005 - 0.15 kg/kg

0.6 - 2.0
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